We are organisations. The updated course introduces new content, such as the impact of technology on enforcement of international law. The Council of Europe's Convention No. 92 on the Protection of Victims of Trafficking in Human Beings has been updated. The report features seven recommendations to enable an effective national response to trafficking in human beings. The date was not chosen by chance. Nearly 24 years ago, on 15 November 2000, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the International Year for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders. The aim of the year was to raise awareness of the harm caused by crime, to encourage prevention of crime and the strengthening of the national and international response to crime. The year 2024 has been declared as the International Day for the Prevention of all Forms of Violence against Women as well. The Palermo Protocol, by the UN General Assembly. Until today, this is the main international legal instrument in the fight against transnational organized crime, while the Palermo Protocol is the main international legal instrument in the fight against transnational organized crime. The new Directive foresees the creation of a working contract and unclear conditions, next to not having been consulted for advice over the law as it is written. The law was written by European lawyers, giving the impression that the law was written by the European Union. The positive is that the new rules allow permit holders to change employers and countries while working in the EU. The mandate of 8 GRETA members will finish, but 6 of them can stand again. LSI members are already in contact with their governments regarding the nomination of potential candidates. This year new GRETA members will be appointed; elections are foreseen for the end of this year. New GRETA Elections Coming Up This Year.

New International Day Against All Forms of Corruption (18 October), as well as an International Day for the Abolition of Slavery (2 December). The report shows that in 2023 at least 117 individuals faced criminal or administrative proceedings, including in cross-border cases. The findings of the report show how European law can be used to protect workers, including those in the EU. The positive is that the new rules allow permit holders to change employers and countries while working in the EU. The mandate of 8 GRETA members will finish, but 6 of them can stand again. LSI members are already in contact with their governments regarding the nomination of potential candidates. This year new GRETA members will be appointed; elections are foreseen for the end of this year. New GRETA Elections Coming Up This Year.

The Council has officially adopted a revision to the Single Permit Directive on 12 April. The new Single Work and Stay Permit for Non-EU Nationals has been introduced to make it easier for non-EU nationals to work in the EU. The revision will also make it easier for non-EU nationals to change employers and countries while working in the EU. The law was written by European lawyers, giving the impression that the law was written by the European Union. The positive is that the new rules allow permit holders to change employers and countries while working in the EU. The mandate of 8 GRETA members will finish, but 6 of them can stand again. LSI members are already in contact with their governments regarding the nomination of potential candidates. This year new GRETA members will be appointed; elections are foreseen for the end of this year. New GRETA Elections Coming Up This Year.
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